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Four trucks in convoy
on I90 by Chamberlain,
SD, hauling 40M Wind
Tower blades

B&K Trucking:

Moving the
			 wind industry
B&K Trucking, a small Wisconsin family
business, competes with the best in specialized
transportation for the renewable energy sector
Written by Sarah Wolfe
Produced by Cory Schwarzschild
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Owner
Bruce Lang
at work

rowing up on his family’s farm in Wisconsin, Bruce Lang watched his father
drive a milk truck and dreamed of one
day following in his footsteps.
He did eventually get behind the wheel,
but his driving aspirations soon steered him
to operating much larger vehicles. Instead of
transporting milk bottles, he began hauling
building materials and other items via flatbed
and stepdeck.
“I was driving for 10 years as an owner-operator for a company,” Lang says. “My wife, Kim,
and I had four kids and I worked out on the road
to support the whole family.”
While driving for the company, Lang noted
that while most projects involved flatbed and
stepdeck, there were also requests for specialized transportation for oversized items. He
spotted a market opportunity and decided to
create B&K Trucking in 1992.
Based in his hometown of Marathon, WI,
Lang started his business with just one truck and
one trailer in a rented space. As business picked

up, he bought land from his parents and built the
company’s headquarters a mile and a half down
the road from his parent’s farm.
B&K Trucking initially delivered flatbed and
stepdeck services before branching into specialized transportation, which today comprises a
majority of its service and allows it membership in
the Specialized Carriers & Rigging Association.
Since 1992, the company has grown into an
operation with 45 tractor units and 80-plus trailers. All are air ride and are completely equipped
to handle all specific transportation needs.
B&K Trucking’s customers cover a wide
range of industries including manufacturing, construction, general freight and the wind and ethanol
fields, and drivers travel anywhere in the US and
Canada. For shipments to and from Mexico, B&K
Trucking coordinates with other companies to forward the freight across the border.
“For being a small, family business, we can
compete with the best of them,” says Lang,
company President. “Being small means we can
manage our safety and service better and be
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Thirty-foot wide Fiberglass Tank loaded in Wisconsin Rapids, WI
more on top of situations. We have a very good blade setups ranging from 34 to 45 meters. Hubs,
reputation and I think we do well in all our jobs.” nacelles and controllers can be shipped as well.
B&K Trucking uses mainly stretch and
Wind and ethanol markets
perimeter trailer setups to prevent damage to
Half of B&K Trucking’s business is in the wind the components. Redesigned Schnable-style
and ethanol sectors, which have both seen rapid trailers also are used. Going a step further, the
growth in the past five years.
company’s KB Specialized Trailers division man“We got involved in the wind industry about ufactures customized dollies that won’t cause
10 years ago. Our first client was Vestas for a wind- any stress on the sides of products during tranmill farm in Pincher Creek, Alberta in Canada. We sit. Lang says he created that service for clients
transported 50-meter tower sections,” Lang says. like Clipper Wind because the tower sections for
“Right now we have a 100 percent efficiency rate wind turbines are getting longer and heavier and
with less than a half percent in damage claims.” the pieces are fragile.
B&K Trucking can move various wind tower
“In addition, we’re also shipping stainless
models ranging from 50-100 meters. The com- steel tanks and evaporators for ethanol plants,”
pany can also transport both single and double Lang says. “A majority of deliveries are in the
The black river agency, inc.
The Black River Agency, Inc. specializing in truck insurance in the states of Wisconsin, Illinois and
Minnesota. Truck insurance is our only business and service is our specialty. Whether it be for primary
liability, non trucking liability, physical damage, cargo, general liability or worker’s compensation, one
truck or 100!! Call 1.800.282.2921
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FACTS at a Glance
Company Name: B&K Trucking
President: Bruce Lang
Operations: Specialized transport for
wind & ethanol; flatbed/stepdeck
Established: 1992
Employees: 80
Revenue: NA

www.bk-trucking.com
Ethanol Beer Column in Oakley, KS – 75’L x 15’ Dia x 75,000#
Midwest, but we’ve taken some as far as New
York, Pennsylvania, Texas and Georgia. We also
work a little bit with biodiesel, shipping heat
exchangers and tanks.”
The company is a member of the American
Coalition for Ethanol and the American Wind
Energy Association.

Recent investments

B&K Trucking has grown between $15 and $18
million in revenues annually the past 10 years.
It’s setting the stage for an even further increase
with the recent purchase of a $500,000 building
for its offices and trailers. At 22,000 square feet,
the site will operate as the company’s second
Marathon location.
The company also invested $3 million last year
in new trailers to pair with its upgraded, lower-emission trucks purchased within the past few years.
Despite this expansion and holding a fairly
steady growth rate, B&K Trucking hasn’t been
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completely immune to the economic downturn.
“The market and its transportation rates
have softened a bit with less for shipments, but
are still manageable,” Lang says. “It’s simply
because there’s more equipment out there for
fewer projects. There’s a lot more competition.”
When petroleum costs were higher in 2008,
B&K Trucking added a fuel surcharge to its
projects. Now it’s rating at the current price with
a small surcharge on general freight.
“We’ve been fortunate we’ve had good customers; we’ve been able to charge a fuel surcharge
as the weekly average predicts it,” Lang says.

Employees and safety

Approximately 80 employees are employed at
B&K Trucking. Just as Lang followed his father
into a career, Lang’s children are joining him –
making it a true family business. Son Kyle works
with marketing and permits and daughter Megan
is in accounting and payroll.

Ethanol Rectifier Column, 80’L x 16’ Dia x 105,000#
“My son Jordon’s in his second year of college. He’s going for business management and
he’ll move into the business after that,” Lang says.
“He’ll probably take over my position someday.”
Lang’s youngest child, Kelsey, is a high
school senior and hasn’t indicated what direction she wants to go yet.
In regards to its drivers, B&K Trucking has
a safety program based on skill and common
sense. Everyone receives pamphlets with different scenarios and directions for how to handle
them, which they’re required to read, sign and
return. There are also monthly safety reviews on
each driver to chart progress.
“When you start working for me you have
to work your way up the ladder. You start with
the regular flatbed and move up to oversize; it’s
a learning process,” Lang explains. “When I
feel comfortable employees can handle larger
equipment that’s when they move on. We’ve
been very successful – our failure rate is zero.”

Holding steady

B& K Trucking has a pool of suppliers with
which it’s maintained long-term relationships.
Because of its small community presence,
the company likes to work with local sources,
through which it benefits from competitive
pricing.
It’s these relationships, coupled with the
company’s team of drivers and staff, that will
ensure B&K Trucking’s future success. For now,
Lang is happy to keep the company level.
“Under the certain economic times, I want
to see myself the same as the beginning of the
year – to manage this economic slowdown.
We’ll then move forward with the work as
the economy dictates,” he says. “We actually
already have a full schedule for 2010. And 2011
will be better yet. Some of the infusion they’re
putting into the economy goes right into what
we do as a company. We’re hoping for at least
a 30 percent increase.”
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